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Year 9: Tribal African Art- African shields and masks

The Formal Elements of Art are the building blocks 
used by artists to create a work of art- Line Shape, 

Form, Pattern, Texture, Tone and Colour

African shields-
Shields of the Wakerewe people 
of Lake Victoria- triangular 
patterns, typically black and 
white and sometimes red. 

Shields of the Ushaashi people very 
similar to the Masai and painted in 
bright colours. Each design is specific to 
a particular village.

Reflection Symmetry (sometimes called Line 

Symmetry or Mirror Symmetry) is where one half of a 
shape is the reflection of the other half and if there is a 
line going through it which divides it into two pieces (line 
of symmetry) they are mirror images of each other.

African Masks
A mask is an article normally worn on the face, typically for protection, 
concealment or performance. There are a wide variety of masks used in 
Africa. In West Africa, masks are used in masquerades that form part of 
religious ceremonies enacted to communicate with spirits and ancestors. 
The masks are usually carved, a tradition that has been passed down 
within a family through many generations

Biombo and Kota masksBwa and Teke masks

Punu mask                     Senufo Mask                    Yohure Mask

Symmetrical African masks and shields
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Pablo Picasso's paintings which were 
inspired by African Dan masks

Year 9: Artists inspired by Tribal African Art- Picasso and Modigliani 

Pablo Picasso's African Period (1906 to 1909), was the period when Pablo 
Picasso painted in a style which was strongly influenced by African 
sculpture and particularly traditional African masks. In the early 20th century, 
African artworks were being brought back to Paris museums following the 
expansion of the French empire into Africa. At this time there was great African 
interest and Picasso looked towards African artworks as inspiration for some of 
his work. He was particularly inspired by masks from the Dan people of Africa. 

Amedeo Modigliani was inspired by the African Fang masks. Their simple forms and 
elongated facial features greatly influenced his work. After exhibiting some 
sculptures in 1912, including Tête, Modigliani devoted himself to painting in 1914. 
However, his faces still had the structure of his sculptures.

Amedeo Modigliani’s work which was inspired by 
African Fang masks.

Dan Mask

Detail from Les 
Demoiselles 
d'Avignon 1907 

Head of a woman 
1907

Dan Mask
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Year 9: Tribal African Art- Scarification

Tribal African Scarification

In most African cultures, it was a major aesthetic and cultural 
component as can be seen on sculptures in museums around the 
world. Scarification patterns on sculptures are not only marks of 
beauty, but marks of lineage and in some cases protection against 
evil spirits.

Scarification is an African form of body art that involves 'scarring' 
the skin to give it a raised mark, although today it is practiced less, 
it still exists in Africa and other parts of the world.

Scarification has been widely used by West African tribes to mark 
milestone stages in both men and women's lives, such as puberty 
and marriage. It is also used to transmit complex messages about 
identity; such permanent body markings may emphasize fixed 
social, political, and religious roles.

In the past, a woman or man would have scarification marks that 
will distinguish them from anyone else, tell their rank in society, 
family, clan, and tribe, and symbolize their beauty or strength.

Tribal African Scarification



African Symbolism WEST AFRICAN SYMBOLS
There were also many symbols used in West 
Africa to convey messages and values within a 
community. The Akan and the Asante tribes of 
West Africa both use Adinkra symbols. The 
symbols are found frequently in the West 
African country of Ghana. The symbols are 
incorporated into fabrics and on interior wall 
designs, or on pottery. 

African Colour Symbolism
RED: Nigeria - Death, wealth and aggression.  Some Areas: Good luck

WHITE:  Ethiopia – Illness and purity. Nigeria: Good luck and peace. South Africa (Zulu): 
Goodness.  Zambia: Goodness, cleanliness and good luck.
BLACK: Ethiopia - Impure, unpleasant and death.
YELLOW: Preciousness, royalty, wealth, spirituality, fertility and the sun.

BLUE: Spiritual, good fortune, peacefulness, harmony and love.

GREEN: Growth, fertility, prosperity, fruitfulness, abundant health and spiritual rejuvenation.
PURPLE: Symbolises healing. It is also associated with women. Purple cloths are mostly worn by 
females.

SILVER: Associated with the moon which represents the female essence of life. Often used in 
marriage ceremonies. 

GOLD: Royalty, wealth, elegance, high status, supreme quality, glory and spiritual purity.

In Africa, where record of the oldest human communities lie, there are many tribal 
families that use symbols to tell stories and provide information, reminders and 
lessons. These symbols are considered sacred, and were primarily used in 
ceremonial and religious contexts. 

Year 9: Tribal African Art- Symbolism


